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Talking Points
A weekly section to spur conversation

AMAZON TRIBES TURN THE TABLES ON INTRUDERS WITH SOCIAL MEDIA
By Fabiano Maisonnave | The Associated Press

GREYHOUND RACING NEARING ITS
END IN THE US AFTER LONG SLIDE
By Scott McFetridge | The Associated Press

Vera Rasnake laughed as she led a trio of barking, jostling dogs into the Iowa Greyhound Park,
but her smile faded when she acknowledged that after 41 years of being around the sleek animals,
her sport was teetering on extinction.
After the end of a truncated season in Dubuque in May, the track here will close. By the end
of the year there will only be two tracks left in the country.
"It's very hard for me to see this," Rasnake said.
It's been a long slide for greyhound racing, which reached its peak in the 1980s when there
were more than 50 tracks across 19 states. Since then, increased concerns about how the dogs
are treated along with an explosion of gambling options have nearly killed a sport that gained
widespread appeal about a century ago.
A racing association found that betting on greyhounds plunged from $3.5 billion in 1991 to
about $500 million in 2014. Since then, many more tracks have closed.
In some states like the dog-racing mecca of Florida in 2021, it was voter initiatives that ended
the sport at the state's dozen tracks. In others like Iowa, state officials allowed casinos to end
subsidies that had kept greyhound racing alive as interest declined.
"Do I think the industry is dying? Yes," said Gwyneth Anne Thayer, who has written a history
of greyhound racing. But "it's happening way faster than I thought it would."
The Dubuque track closure and the end of racing in West Memphis, Arkansas, this December
will leave racing only in West Virginia, where tracks in Wheeling and near Charleston operate
with subsidies from casino revenue.
For some animal welfare groups, the industry's collapse is the culmination of decades of work
to publicize allegations of greyhound mistreatment. The group GREY2K was formed in 2001 and
Carey Theil, the organization's executive director, said he feels a sense of accomplishment now
that the sport's end seems within reach.
"This has become one of the signature animal welfare debates of our time," Theil said.
GREY2K, the Humane Society and other groups have long argued that greyhound racing was
cruel, including its longtime practice of killing dogs that weren't deemed top racers, using drugs
to enhance their performance, confining them for long periods and subjecting animals to the
risk of injury on the racetrack.
Industry supporters note there now is a huge demand to adopt retired racers and deny that
the other problems are widespread. They also contend that some don't understand the love
greyhounds have for running.
On opening day at the Iowa Greyhound Park in Dubuque, spectators packed into a spacious
room that overlooked the track, sipping beers and mixed drinks as they pored over racing statistics
before placing bets at kiosks or with attendants. They expressed disappointment that the track
would close, lamenting the loss of an entertainment option in Dubuque, a city of about 60,000
known for its stately brick buildings and church steeples built on hills overlooking the Mississippi

River.
Peggy Janiszewski and her friend Robin Hannan have for years been driving about three hours
from the Chicago area to Dubuque to watch the racing. They typically bet only a few dollars on
each race but are more interested in watching the dogs than counting their winnings.
"They're beautiful. Like works of art," Janiszewski said.
Bruce Krueger said he has been making the 170-mile (274-kilometer) drive from Milwaukee to
Dubuque. He doesn't believe the dogs are mistreated.
"I know some trainers, and they treat them like kings and queens," Krueger said.
General Manager Brian Carpenter was 16 when he started working at the track in its second
year and has remained 36 seasons until this, its final year.
He recalls the excitement when the track opened in 1985, a time when Iowa was mired in
farm bankruptcies and much of Dubuque was struggling. Back then, thousands of people would
attend the races, with buses of gamblers arriving every weekend from Chicago and Milwaukee.
"It was an exciting time and the track offered good jobs," he said.
Opening day this year drew at least 1,000 people but smaller crowds are typical, especially on
weeknights.
The Dubuque track was helped along by city and state funding, and after Iowa and other states
began allowing casinos, the Dubuque operation was expanded to include its own casino.
Thayer's book, "Going to the Dogs — Greyhound Racing, Animal Activism, and American Popular Culture," describes a sport with a colorful and often tumultuous history. From its beginning
in the 1920s following development of the mechanical lure — typically a stuffed bone or stuffed
animal that swiftly clatters around the track ahead of the dogs to attract them — the industry was
continually pushing to allow for legalized betting state-by-state and to attract attention, with help
from Hollywood celebrities, athletes and beauty pageant competitors.
At times, the sport drew more spectators than its more prominent rival horse racing. While
considered seedy by some, it was mainstream entertainment for decades, Thayer said.
"People don't realize how normalized it was in American culture for a long time," she said.
Greyhound racing also is held in other countries, including Australia, Great Britain, Ireland,
Mexico and Vietnam, but it is facing some of the same problems apparent in the U.S.
Although greyhound racing in the U.S. will be confined only to West Virginia, that state seems
intent on retaining the sport, said Steve Sarras, president of the West Virginia Kennel Owners
Association. The state's two tracks run races five-days a week year-round.
Sarras said West Virginia legislators made repeated visits to his kennel and others to inspect
conditions, and ultimately were confident the dogs are well treated.
"When you see it firsthand, you cannot fake how happy a dog is," he said.
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It was dusk on April 14 when Francisco Kuruaya heard a boat approaching along the river
near his village in Brazil's Amazon rainforest.
He assumed it was the regular delivery boat
bringing gasoline for generators and outboard
motors to remote settlements like his. Instead,
what Kuruaya found was a barge dredging his
people's pristine river in search of gold.
Kuruaya had never seen a dredge operating in
this area of the Xipaia people's territory, let
alone one this massive; it resembled a floating
factory.
Kuruaya, 47, motored out to the barge, boarded it and confronted the gold miners. They
responded in harsh voices and he retreated for
fear they were armed. But so was he — with a
phone — the first he'd ever had. Back in his
village Karimaa, his son Thaylewa Xipaia forwarded the photos of the mining boat to the
tribe's WhatsApp chat groups.
"Guys, this is urgent!" he said to fellow members of his tribe in an audio message The Associated Press has reviewed. "There's a barge here
at Pigeons Island. It's huge and it's destroying
the whole island. My dad just went there and
they almost took his phone."
Several days' voyage away, in the nearest city
of Altamira, Kuruaya's daugher Juma Xipaia
received the frantic messages. She recorded her
own video with choked voice and watery eyes,
warning that armed conflict was imminent
-- then uploaded it to social media.
In a matter of hours, word was out to the
world.
The episode illustrates the advance of the
internet into vast, remote rainforest areas that,
until recently, had no means of quickly sharing
visual evidence of environmental crime. A fastexpanding network of antennae is empowering
Indigenous groups to use phones, video cameras and social media to galvanize the public
and pressure authorities to respond swiftly to
threats from gold miners, landgrabbers and
loggers.
Until now Indigenous communities have relied
on radio to transmit their distress calls. Environmental and Indigenous rights groups then
relayed these to the media and the public.
But the non-profits have been maligned by
Brazil's far-right President Jair Bolsonaro, who
advocates legalizing mining and land leasing in
protected Indigenous territories. He has castigated the organizations as unreliable actors, out
of touch with Indigenous people's true desires
and on the payroll of global environmental
do-gooders.

Video and photos coming directly from Indigenous people are harder to dismiss and this
is forcing authorities as well as the public to
reckon with the reality on the ground.
"When used properly, technology helps a lot
in real-time monitoring and denouncing," said
Nara Baré, head of the group Coordination
of Indigenous Organizations of the Brazilian
Amazon, in a telephone interview. "The external pressure to make the federal government
act in the Xipaia territory was very important.
Technology has been the main tool for that."
Connectivity is not only enabling whistleblowing on social media. Brazil's Federal Prosecutor's Office has set up a website to register
reported crimes and receive uploaded visual
material. Previously people in remote communities have had to make the long and expensive
trip to the nearest city that has a federal prosecutor's office.
Xipaia territory is part of a pristine rainforest
area known as Terra do Meio (Middle Earth)
that is dotted with dozens of Indigenous and
traditional river communities. Internet connection there was rare until mid-2020, when a
group of non-profits, including Health in Harmony and the Socio-Environmental Institute,
financed installation of 17 antennae throughout the vast region.
Priority was given to communities with either
health centers or market hubs for the production and sale of forest products, such as Brazil
nuts. Signal can be painfully slow, especially
on rainy days, yet it has connected people who
were previously off the grid, and is enough for
photos and videos to trickle out of the forest.
"The strategy was to improve communication
and avoid unnecessary trips to the city," said
Marcelo Salazar, Health in Harmony's Brazil
program coordinator. "The internet makes it
easier for health, education, and forest economy issues." Fighting environmental crime was
an added benefit, he added.
Four out of five Xipaia communities are now
connected. Karimaa, the village where the
barge was first spotted, has had internet since
July 2020. Just three days after installation,
when a teenager injured his head, a city doctor
was able to assess his condition using photos
sent over WhatsApp. That avoided a costly,
complicated medevac during the COVID-19
pandemic.
But the case of the mining dredge marked
the first time the Xipaia used the internet to
protect their territory. In addition to sounding the alarm, four villages used WhatsApp to

quickly organize a party of warriors to confront
the miners. Painted with urucum, a local fruit
that produces a red ink, and armed with bows,
arrows and hunting rifles, they crammed into
a small boat, according to Juma Xipaia. By the
time they reached the location where the barge
had been, however, it was gone.
Some 1,300 kilometers (800 miles) to the west,
in the Amazonian state of Rondonia, internet
access enabled the Uru-Eu-Wau-Wau people to
take classes in photography and video online so
they could chronicle deforestation by landgrabbers. The three-day training in 2020 was held
via Zoom.
That effort produced the documentary "The
Territory," which won awards at this year's
Sundance Film Festival, Copenhagen International Documentary Film Festival and others.
Throughout its production, American director
Alex Pritz relied on WhatsApp to communicate with his newly trained camera operators.
Tangaãi Uru-Eu-Wau-Wau is a teacher-turnedcameraman who traveled to the Danish festival
and later spoke with the AP via WhatsApp
from his remote village. He said the film is
changing people's perception of Brazil's indigenous people. "In Copenhagen... I received
many questions. They knew about Brazil's natural wonders, but didn't know about Indigenous
peoples who fight for their territories."
Elsewhere in the Amazon, the internet has yet
to arrive. So when illegal gold miners killed two
Yanomami tribe members in June 2020, news
of the crime took two weeks to arrive due to
the area's remoteness. To avoid a repeat of that,
Yanomami organizations have been seeking
better connectivity. After Palimiu village along
the Uraricoera River suffered a series of attacks
committed by miners in May 2021, the Yanomami managed to install an antenna there.
Since then, the violence has eased.
Bolsonaro's repeated promises to legalize mining and other activities on Indigenous lands
have fueled invasions of territories, which are
often islands of forest amid sprawling ranches.
Indigenous and environmental groups estimate
there are some 20,000 illegal miners in Yanomami territory, which is roughly the size of
Portugal. Bolsonaro's government claims that
there are 3,500.
Deforestation in Brazil's Amazon surged 76%
in 2021 compared to 2018, the year before Bolsonaro took office, according to official data
from Brazil's space agency, which uses satellites
to monitor forest loss.
Most internet connections in the Amazon

remain slow, even in mid-sized cities. That may
soon change. Last November, Brazil's Communications Minister Fábio Faria held a meeting
with billionaire Elon Musk to discuss a partnership to improve connectivity in rural areas of
the world's largest tropical rainforest.
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